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IT’S NEW, BUT IS IT?
The first Business Agility conference was held in New York in February 2017.  We can seduce ourselves into thinking 
business agility is new.  We can argue agile principles have jumped the shark and business as a whole has joined the 
agile express train.  Quite possibly.

Well, let’s jump back to:

a) De Bono: water, rather than rock logic.

b) Drucker: “The only valid purpose of a firm is to create a customer.” 

c) Thatchenkery and Metzker: appreciative intelligence—the ability to see the mighty oak in the acorn.

SO WHAT IS IT?
Business agility is about an entire business, beyond technology, responding to change, delivering customer 
value faster using Agile and Lean Startup principles. It means responding quickly to market changes, innovating 
continuously and anticipating customer desires. And in turn that means experiencing extreme uncertainty and 
disruption.

WHY DO WE NEED IT?
The world has changed and continues to change—fast. Globalisation, deregulation, knowledge work and the 
internet are the backdrop.  It’s not just change: it’s change cooking on gas.

•	 Market shifts are unpredictable: the customer is 
boss.

•	 Greater competition: it may be easy for new 
players to enter markets.

•	 New markets are winner takes all.

•	 Speed is the only competitive advantage: the 
pace is faster. (Your product or service may not be 
perfect, but is it fast?)

•	 Digitalisation of everything.

•	 For every success there are a multitude of failures.

BUSINESS AGILITY MINDSET: HOW WE NEED TO THINK

Adopt a growth mindset

Here’s a simple summary of a growth mindset.  With it you’ll 

•	 embrace challenge 

•	 leap, learn and adapt

•	 persist in the face of setbacks 

•	 put in effort to improve 

•	 learn from feedback 

•	 find lessons in others’ success 

•	 have a passion for learning. 
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But it’s not just about individuals, it’s about organisations as well. Translate a growth mindset into a culture of 
development.  This is a culture in which collaboration, innovation, creativity, risk taking and ethical behaviours 
thrive: people can grow, develop and come up with fresh thinking. This culture encourages curiosity and initiative; 
emotional intelligence; challenge; and the ability to make fresh connections and see multiple perspectives.

Accept uncertainty, polarities and all that messy stuff

Drop the fiction of prediction
In last weekend’s Sunday Star Times, Shamubeel Eaqub wrote: “We simply do not 
have historical precedents to understand the current environment accurately, let 
alone make forecasts.”  Too right.

If you’ve got a business agile mindset you’ll sense and respond, rather than 
predict and plan.  In our VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain, Complex and Ambiguous) 
world this means:

•	 we can’t predict the future.

•	 things will change, often unexpectedly.

•	 we simply can’t see or anticipate all the relevant variables of a situation ahead of time.

•	 cause and effect may not be easily seen.

So, organisations with this sense and respond, business agile mindset tend to:

•	 plan and strategise as they go 

•	 set things up to increase learning, then adjust thinking, planning and actions based on the learning

•	 decide with limited information (you may have heaps of retrospective data but not much information)

•	 focus on the future by letting go of today’s problems (if we keep trying to validate existing ideas, nothing will 
change).

Live with polarities

Here are some obvious polarities.  An agile mindset doesn’t ask you to decide between them.  Instead, you accept 
both polarities and move between them.  It’s like ambiguity on speed. 

Risk Innovation

Focus on strategy Focus on tactics

Relationship Task 

Responding to market shifts Creating a market

Employing new blood Developing existing talent

 
Use a compass, not a map

You can’t buy a business agile instruction manual; it just wouldn’t be agile. It’s not a 
perfect methodology.  That’s why you need a compass, not a map. That doesn’t mean 
skip planning, have no governance and wing it with the budget. Instead, governance and 
planning is based on vision and value created rather than over-reporting and checking off 
boxes.  Priorities change and your compass has to be able to go with those changes.
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Scan the horizon

Analyse patterns across your business and environment.  Test assumptions 
about trends.  Look at the vast expanse that is the future to try to define 
problems on the horizon.  How?

1. Talk to everyone: involve people with different perspectives.  
Celebrate diversity.

2. Be open to solutions from anywhere.

3. Step into the turbulent, foggy and chaotic, but don’t get paralysed by overwhelm.

4. Examine multiple, and even contradictory, hypotheses: choose multiple pilots.

5. Check your biases and assumptions.

BUSINESS AGILITY CULTURE AND LEADERSHIP
Stephen Denning, of storytelling fame, has thrown himself into business agility in a big way.  He believes business 
agility has three laws:

1. The law of the small team  
Significant work is done in small autonomous cross-functional teams that work in short cycles.  Tasks are 
relatively small and the teams get continuous feedback from customers.

Communication is easy and continuous via face-to-face conversation.  Trust is sky high and work is 
enjoyable and fun.  Accountability is collective.

2. The law of the customer  
The Agile Manifesto principle one is “Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and 
continuous delivery of continuous software”.

3. The law of the network 
Managers, customers and teams are collaborating to deliver value for customers.  The organisation becomes 
a fluid and transparent network of players who come together to create customer value.

Can you have agile areas of an organisation and leave the rest of it uncontaminated?  More than 70% of agile 
teams report tension between the way the team operates and the way the whole organisation operates.   
(HBR article, May 2016)

Business agility: control or chaos?

Hierarchical bureaucracy: semblance of control Agile: actual control

•	 Lack of transparency

•	 Reports go up and down and reporting is paramount

•	 Everyone is in self-protective mode

•	 Problems fester

•	 Command and control is under the surface

•	 Leadership has agile mindset

•	 Total transparency

•	 Finished work at each iteration

•	 Information is shared openly

•	 Problems are identified early 

•	 Decisions are made fast

 
Business agility also gives you another polarity: autonomy versus control. Surely the goal is balance between the 
two.  Complete autonomy may lead to chaos; too much control (and too many rules) takes the heart of out of agile.
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Leadership or holocracy

Holocracy means roles are defined around work, not people.  Authority is distributed to teams and decisions are 
made locally.  Every team self-organises, but everyone is governed by the same transparent rules.  It’s popular with 
agile thinkers and practitioners.

Denning has an opposite view.  He argues you need leaders to maintain and develop an agile culture and set 
direction.  You’ll even have a hierarchy.  

According to him “the performance question is not whether you have pleased your boss: the question is whether you 
have added value to your customer. The organization operates with an interactive communication dynamic, both 
horizontally and vertically. Anyone can talk to anyone. Ideas can come from anywhere, including customers. As a 
network, the organization becomes a growing, learning, adapting living organism that is in constant flux to exploit new 
opportunities and add new value for customers.”

If you buy this argument, and I do, then you need leadership:

•	 with an agile mindset

•	 committed to radical transparency and embedding business agility into an organisation’s culture 

•	 with the courage to lead through extreme uncertainty 

•	 expecting change and able to take advantage of it

•	 with first class emotional intelligence 

•	 that recognises that the conversation isn’t about the work, it is the work

•	 able to change people at their core: their minds, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours, rather than managing 
them. 

BUSINESS AGILITY: TOOLS OF THE TRADE

Failure and wild cards 

Albury tells a great story about failure.  He’s talking to experienced venture capitalists.  

“In answer to the question how successful are you, and how successful have your investments been over the last few years, 
he said in the last ten years around 60 % of their investments had been successful.  When I said that was impressive, he 
said no it’s terrible! And the reason he gave for saying it was terrible was because it was too high.  He argued that if you 
want really powerful innovation or really powerful investment you have to take to be able to take a chance on some pretty 
wild cards in the process and his view was that the high success ratio of their investments was in a sense a marker they 
weren’t taking big enough risks.”

Harford not only argues if you try something innovative, you’ll fail occasionally, he says it’s inevitable.  It’s not about 
avoiding failure, it’s about learning from it.  “We are blinder than we think.  In a complex, changeable world, the process 
of trial and error is essential.” 

Hendy and Callaghan argue in New Zealand we should embrace the weird, even though it means taking a chance.

Lean Startup: build, measure, learn

This is fundamental tool of the business agility trade.  Eric Ries is the author of this approach and others have built 
on it.

Minimum viable product (MVP)
This is a key idea from Lean Startup.  The idea is not to produce a fully-fledged and fully-researched solution.   
Instead you produce a prototype.  This involves minimum effort and the least amount of development time.  
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You may add features later on.  You may produce an actual MVP or a video.  And you may produce numerous MVPs 
at the same time.  Agile urges you to sprint during this phase and develop your MVP quickly.  After all, you’ll iterate 
as you go.

Test MVPs with users and measure
Find out what customers really think.  Observe them.  Build personas and see if they reflect reality.  

At this stage you need to measure how successful your MVP is.  After all, you need to know whether to persevere—
carry on or quit.  Your MVP allows you establish a baseline.  

How about a split-test experiment?
To do this, give different versions of an MVP to customers and see how they react.  

Learn 
You’ve learned some valuable lessons, so should you persevere or pivot?

Pivot 
This takes courage to turn back and realise your assumptions were wrong, the 
product or service added no value, or customers weren’t ready for it.  The decision 
to pivot can be painful.  But this is fast failure, without having invested millions in 
something that isn’t going to fly. 

Persevere
You keep on iterating and build on one or several of your MVPs.  Then, you start the build, measure, learn cycle 
again.  

You may find you stay in permanent beta.  In other words, your product is never quite finished.  You just keep on 
iterating.

Javelin boards
You may find Javelin boards are helpful as a way to turn ideas into action.  Have a look at “Experiment Board Tutorial 
with Grace Ng” on YouTube (www.youtube.com/watch?v=F-5Iyj9A1MU) for a short video and example you can use.

Design thinking: human-centred innovation

Design thinking is a human-centred method of getting close to your customers and understanding their emotional 
connection to your product or service. 

To understand the emotions of customers, ask them:

1. How do you feel about a particular service or product you use?

2. How does it fit into your daily life and the story of your life?

3. Ideally, how would you want to receive or use the service?

What is?  What if?  What wows?  What works?  These are four questions to lead you through a design thinking 
process.  And during it, you’ll observe your customers, get close to them and see how they live their lives.  Then, 
you’re back to iterating, trial and error, producing an MVP and learning.

Disrupt yourself

This is hard.  Who wants to stop doing something that’s working?  Who wants to forget the past and not draw on 
experience and instead start from a different baseline?  That’s about being brave, not busy and putting efforts into 
the unknown future, rather than building on the past.  
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IS BUSINESS AGILITY HAPPENING IN ORGANISATIONS?
According to Denning, yes.  He reckons even those large, cumbersome and bureaucratic organisations are capable 
of becoming business agile.  Here are his final thoughts.

1. It’s happening.

2. Acquiring the mindset and leadership approach takes time.

3. You’ll experience setbacks.

4. Don’t look for a blueprint: everyone’s doing it their own way.

5. New leadership practices can create a passionate workplace.

6. It’s not about giving up control.

7. The journey never ends; you don’t reach a comfortable end point.

AN INTERESTING READ...

Stephanie Ockerman wrote on her Agile Socks (www.agilesocks.com) blog 
about five lessons from the February 2017 Business Agility conference:

1. Business agility requires more than agile delivery teams. 

2. Business agility requires a focus on people. 

3. Business agility requires a different kind of leadership. 

4. Business agility requires innovation. 

5. Business agility requires more transparency. 


